Principal component analysis of dynamical features in the peroxidase-oxidase reaction
Inherent variance due to oscillations in the peroxidase-oxidase (PO) reaction was studied using principal component analysis (PCA). The substrates were oxygen and reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH). Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) catalyzed the reaction. The concentration of a cofactor, methylene blue (MB), was varied, and 2,4-dichlorophenol was kept constant. Increase in the NADH influx was used to change the reaction dynamics from periodic to chaotic. The reaction space was abstracted to the most significant, mutually independent, pairs of absorption and kinetic basis vectors (principal components). Typically, two significant principal components were extracted from the periodic time series and three from the chaotic data. The PCA models accounted for 70-97% of experimental variance. The greatest fraction of the total variance was accounted for in experiments exhibiting periodic dynamics and less than 25 nM MB. More MB induced an increased contribution of NADH to the PO oscillator variance, as did increased NADH influx. A simulated absorption time series, computed from a mass-action model of the chemistry, was analyzed by PCA as well. The comparison of simulation with experiment indicates that the chemical model renders the time series for HRP oxidation forms with fidelity, but incompletely represents NADH chemistry and other salient processes underlying the observed dynamics.